“The ethos is respectability rather than rebellion” Dr Dan McQuillan argues that most citizen science
projects aim to produce orthodox scientific
knowledge, but that they have the potential to be
countercultural by combining social values and
scientific practice.
Choose a citizen science project from the past five
years to discuss this potential. What does he mean by
countercultural, and does your chosen project fit this
description? If not, how might it be adapted to become so?
Introduction
Citizen Science is not a stable term; its practice has evolved and will continue to do
so. Contemporary citizen science aims to work alongside the scientific community in
support and provide respectable scientific knowledge. However, this is starting to
change and emerging social forces, as well as new technologies enabled by the
internet, are turning citizen science into a more countercultural practice. This shift
signifies the movement from an old era defined by centralised trust, authority and
hierarchy to the modern world where decentralisation, open participation and
anti-establishment are the new forces shaping the global landscape. McQuillan
argues in support of this shift and says there is an opportunity for citizen science to
directly challenge orthodox science and establish an anti-hegemonic stance of its
own.
In this essay I will examine a citizen science project that is helping people discover for
themselves what's really in the air they're breathing and discuss how projects like
these have the potential to be countercultural, combining these new social values
with scientific practice, and having significant implications. However, I will also
examine one of the ways this revolutionary approach could be dangerous by fuelling
mistrust in experts and mass amateurization.

Monitoring Air Pollution
Using Citizen Science

Researchers have found as many as 40,000 people a
year are dying from dirty air across the UK (Fiona,
2018). The government have repeatedly shown they
are unwilling to deal with the issue properly with the
high court ruling that their current policy on air
pollution was “unlawful”. To create change faster their
needs to be an increase in public pressure on the
government to take action. Citizen science and civic
engagement can help to archive this.

A citizen scientist is an individual who voluntarily
contributes their time to help with scientific research and
produce knowledge but doesn't necessarily have a formal
science background. As air quality monitoring technology
becomes more accurate, accessible, reliable and affordable, there
is a growing movement of citizen scientists who are setting up
these devices to keep track of our increasingly polluted air.
Monitoring air pollution in this way is particularly useful because
air quality often fluctuates significantly from place to place, hour
to hour. This means lots of data from a wide distribution of locations is needed, and this makes it difficult for a single group of
researches to monitor effectively (IQAir Group).
Online DIY guides such as ones from the American government’s
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) provide the public with
support on setting up low-cost, portable air sensor technology and
help them to understand the results. This information can then be
used to educate the public about the air quality inside their homes and
communities (US EPA, 2016).
The Village Green Project is a research effort linked to the EPA that
aims to discover new ways of measuring air quality and weather
conditions in local communities. They provide support in developing small
scale public data collection systems, that can be powered by wind and solar
power. This project demonstrates the capabilities of new real-time monitoring
technology for residents and citizen scientists to learn about local air quality
and even receive real-time updates through the internet. The goal of the
project is to provide the public and their communities with information
previously not available about their local air quality and engage communities in
air pollution awareness (“Village Green Project,” n.d.).

There is a growing subculture of people who no longer trust our experts, institutions
and authorities but will happily get into a car with a stranger or rent out our sofa-bed
to people they have never met, all based on widely shared reviews that are believed to
be transparent and objective. This movement values peer to peer connections,
decentralisation and the breaking down of hierarchies and establishment. This movement can be seen as part of a more significant trend - The Third Industrial Revolution,
which is a technology-enabled movement that is transforming the global economy
and creating a more distributed, collaborative, and networked society (Rifkin, 2013).
The peer-driven approach to tasks is flattening out hierarchical structures and is
making community-based efforts a highly productive and efficient means of working.
This countercultural movement is spreading to citizen science as the internet allows
for the organisation of distributed fieldwork and the crowdsourcing of data analysis.
People see projects like the Village Green project as a way to take things into their own
hands and measure air pollution for themselves rather than trust some elite group of
‘experts’ in a far off corner of the world.

The Future of Citizen Science and IOT
People will increasingly set up internet of things
devices and sensors that will add data to a global
information network. Currently, there are 14 billion
sensors in this network, but by 2030 it’s estimated
there will be over 100 trillion. These sensors will be
attached to natural resources, production lines,
warehouses, transportation networks, the electricity
grid and recycling flows, and be implanted in homes,
offices, stores, and vehicles – continually streaming
huge volumes of big data to be analysed by smart
algorithms for useful insights (Rifkin, 2014).
In the book Participatory Sensing, Opinions and Collective Awareness, they discuss
how we are increasingly seeing “low-cost sen sing technologies being developed to
allow citizens to directly assess the state of the environment” (Loreto et al., 2017) and
how this will enhance their knowledge, social awareness, and understanding of
environmental issues.
Many of these devices are likely to be upgraded by emerging technologies such as
blockchain where a 'ledger of things' is being developed. This will help facilitate
transaction processing and coordination among these interacting devices. Even more
importantly, is that some third party won't own the blockchain data that is collected,
but instead, it will be publicly available as a resource for anyone to use, or owners of
IOT devices could manage this data and choose to sell it to third parties who want it.
The blockchain enables micro-payments which makes this feasible and each device
on the network could function as a self-contained microbusiness, sharing energy or
computational power at very low marginal cost (Tapscott, 2018). Furthermore, devices
would monitor and review each other in order to weed out bad actors and anomalies.

So far projects like the Village Green Project are not mainstream and limited volumes
of data exist for only eight American cities. However, soon it's possible that air
pollution sensors and other devices such as weather or soil sensors could be
revenue-generating thanks to blockchain technology and this would enable many
new business models and citizen science opportunities. If this were the case citizen
science would have the potential to become genuinely countercultural. It could pose
a significant challenge to the mainstream institutions and establishments by making
open source data collection and analysis more feasible and manageable, meaning
more people are likely to get involved.

The Dangers of Citizen Science and Decentralised Trust
Eric B. Kennedy writes in his book ‘The Rightful Place of Science: Citizen Science’ that
“the efforts of citizen scientists to participate are no longer restricted to data
collection. They call for a chance to participate in designing research, determining
which questions get asked (and where, and how), and influencing how these data
shape decisions and actions far into the future” (Cavalier and Kennedy, 2016, p 47).
However, it can be argued that this resembles activism more than traditional science;
and by extending the reach of citizen science beyond pure data collection, it has been
suggested that this creates the opportunity for significant biases to creep in which
may devalue the work and allow manipulative tribal influencers to operate by far
lower academic standards than would usually be acceptable. Rather than restoring
trust, this could further destroy the public faith in expertise (Riskmonger, 2018).
Blockchain trust has the potential to focus too much on how many thumbs up a
scientist has rather than on the quality or significance of their work and this could
fuel the process of mass amateurization. It could be dangerous to assume blockchain
science as a legitimate alternative to the proper evidence-based risk assessment
process of the orthodox scientific community.

Furthermore, involving the general public with more parts of the scientific process, we
may see the Dunning–Kruger Effect be applied to science. This phenomenon is a
cognitive bias in which people of low ability have illusory superiority and mistakenly
assess their cognitive ability as greater than it is (Dunning, 2011). We see this in social
media where the people who know very little about a topic are often the ones who are
most vocal, and people who are more knowledgeable on a subject understand the
issue as more complex and nuanced than it may sometimes appear on the surface,
and so, are less likely to voice their opinions. Increased citizen participation in
designing research, determining which questions get asked and influencing future
decisions and actions could see this cognitive bias creep into the scientific community
and deepen echo chambers.

However, despite this being a serious challenge it is not something that can’t be
potentially mitigated by designing platforms and systems with these biases in mind,
and the potential benefits of civic engagement in science are too substantial to be
ignored. On the whole, professional science follows rigorous standards, and
structures are in place to provide continuity, efficiency and a guarantee of some
degree of quality (Good and Shymansky 2001). However, scholars have critiqued the
status of professional science in being the singular authoritative voice informing
policy and decisions. (Wynne 2007; Friedmann 1987). Orthodox science has many
problems and biases of its own and is by no means infallible, so there is undoubtedly
a role for citizen science in helping to generate new knowledge and in tackling social
issues, and therefore becoming more countercultural.

Conclusion
I would argue that citizen science does indeed have considerable potential to be
countercultural by combing the rising social value placed in decentralisation with
science. We are starting to see this in citizen science schemes such as The Village
Green Project. This countercultural potential will only increase as we see blockchain
technology enable a ledger of things, and as the idea of distributed trust becomes
more mainstream. However, there are significant challenges present in this shift and
in this essay I discussed one of those potential dangers in helping to fuel the mistrust
in experts and mass amateurization. Despite this, institutions should be held
accountable, people need to be represented, and knowledge should always be
scrutinised, citizen science has great potential to help this cause.
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